COTERMINAL STUDENTS Application for Dean’s Office Financial Support (sample)

To apply for funding, students will complete a short webform answering the questions below. The webform, deadlines, etc., are located at engineering.stanford.edu/admissions/coterm/funding-pilot

Name: ________________________________ Date: ___________
SUID: ________________________________ Email: sunetid@stanford.edu

Engineering MS department: ______________ Admit MM/YY: _______

Engineering major(s): ____________________________________________
non-engineering major(s) ___________________ minor(s) ___________________

I. Financial need (to be used only in evaluating this application):
This program provides partial funding for up to a year after coterminal students have exhausted eligibility for undergraduate aid. The Financial Aid Office evaluation of your undergraduate need is a significant factor in our awards. What is your current category?
☐ Full Aid recipient (no parent contribution) ☐ Partial Aid recipient (some scholarship from Stanford)
☐ Not an aid applicant ☐ Other/comment: _______________________________________________________

This application gives the Dean’s Office permission to confirm your status with the Financial Aid Office

II. Academic Record
Please ask your graduate department to send us a copy of the application you submitted for admission to the coterm program (including recommendations).

III. Please describe briefly how this coterm-graduate-funding would affect your academic planning, your longer-term professional goals or other impacts you consider relevant.

IV. Stanford regards the diversity of our graduate student body as an important factor in serving the educational mission of the university. We encourage you to share unique, personally important and/or challenging factors in your background, such as work and life experiences, special interests, culture, socioeconomic status, the quality of your early educational environment, gender, sexual orientation, race or ethnicity. Please discuss how such factors would contribute to the diversity of your graduate cohort and hence to the experience of your Stanford classmates.

V. Financial support: This program provides HALF of ‘full funding’ for a graduate student:

Tuition only for 8-10 units/quarter
OR
10-hour/week CA (salary $4,300/quarter + half of 8-10 units tuition + half of Cardinal Care)

These can be combined with a 10-hour RA from faculty, a 10-hour department CA, partial fellowships (e.g., GEM), loans and summer earnings. We also encourage you to pursue full-funding opportunities – fellowships such as NSF or Ford, or 20-hour RA/CAships – which could replace our partial support.

Which fellowships, RAs or CAs have you applied for? Which faculty members have advised you?